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This programme provides insights, feedback and practical
support to help companies improve their reporting
practices, in line with the TCFD recommendations and
regulatory requirements.
With the release of the recommendations of the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and the transposition
into law of the EU Non-Financial Reporting Directive, a growing
number of investors and stakeholders are demanding betterquality reporting of climate change information. Companies are
now being asked to disclose in their mainstream reports what
the risks and opportunities of moving to a low-carbon economy
are. CDSB is uniquely placed to support these organisations,
having been a leader in the development of mainstream reporting
frameworks over the last decade and being the most heavily
referenced framework in the TCFD recommendations.
Beyond Disclosure provides companies with the support they
need to meet the TCFD recommendations and feedback on
compliance with relevant regulatory requirements. It helps them
deliver consistent and meaningful environmental and climate
change information in their mainstream reports by reviewing
their reporting approach against the CDSB Framework, while
encouraging and recognising best practice in reporting.

How does it work?
We will help your company develop better reporting practices that
are useful for investors and are compliant with mainstream reporting
requirements, keeping you at the forefront of the global corporate reporting
activity.

Review

Report

CDSB will review your company’s
current reporting strategy
and reports, in the context of
sustainability reports, annual
reports and CDP responses to
identify gaps, differences, KPIs and
reporting architectures.

Our team will provide written
feedback on the outputs of the
first two phases, including analysis
of leading practice, and practical
next steps to fully integrate the
results of the programme into your
company’s reporting using the
CDSB Framework.

Engagement

Support

Our team will interview key
stakeholders to discuss reporting
strategy, reporting processes,
internal controls, management
approach, systems and overall
coherence of reporting.

Your company will have access
to our team of reporting experts
throughout your reporting period.
Additional tailored services are
available to help your company
explore specific issues regarding
climate reporting.

What can your company achieve?
- Receive a comprehensive review of your current
mainstream reporting approach against best practice
and requirements from the CDSB Framework and TCFD
recommendations;
- Be better positioned to provide clear and material
information on your climate and environmental
performance to your investors and stakeholders;
- Be better equipped for regulatory compliance, as new policies
or voluntary guidelines for environmental and climate disclosure
develop;
- Receive practical support on how to use the CDSB Framework to
comply with regulatory requirements and investor and stakeholder
requests;
- Gain insights into the latest developments in global climate
reporting practices.
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